
Nature Motifs Embroidery Pattern Guide
Floss Colors:

These patterns use the 
following DMC colors:

Birds and Nest
598, 3811
760, 818
746, 677

433, 435, 437

Squirrels 
611, 612, 613

434, 436
316, 3727 

ecru, white/blanc

Butterfly
315, 316, 3727

3740, 3042, 3743
3024, white/blanc

844

Fox Flowers
920, 922, 3856

white/blanc
3021 

422, 613, 739

Stitches:
These patterns use the 

following stitches which can be found 
on your included 
Tips Sheet PDF

Straight Stitch
Satin Stitch
Lazy Daisy

French Knot
Back Stitch
Split Stitch

Long and Short Stitch

The Birds and Nest pattern also 
includes Woven Spider’s Wheels:

Use 6 threads of floss for Satin Stitches, French Knots and Woven Spider’s Wheels and 3 threads 
for all other stitches. 

These designs fit nicely into 4 inch hoops, perfect for a sweet framed wall art pieces! Or you may 
choose to frame them in a 6 inch hoop and add a Dream Catcher stitch border around the outside 

using this tutorial at my blog:
http://littledeartracks.blogspot.com/2017/02/embroider-dream-catcher.html 

Start by making an odd number of 
Straight Stitches in a star shape out 

from a center point (follow the shape 
on the pattern.) Bring your needle up 
at the center between two spokes and 
slide it over one stitch and under the 

next, alternating round and round the 
circle until you reach the outer ends 

of the spokes. Finish the flower with a 
French Knot in the center.
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My patterns are for personal use only, if you are interested in joining my licensing program 
which will allow you to sell the things you make, please email me for details! aimee0ray@gmail.com
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Have fun stitching and come back soon to visit
www.littledear.etsy.com for more unique patterns to delight your crafty heart!


